The Most Unusual award was shared by Clear winners of the taste test were the Prices given are for Star Design and Illustrations: Mild Salsa chili dip that was too sweet for our having “plenty of liquids available to you breathe,” and another recommended hot sauce. Pablo’s has a distinctive cumin leaves, carrots, and celery; it’s actually all-natural salsa with no added salt or pre-

Salsa Ranchera ing both spicy and flavorful. Both man-

Pace these brands are available elsewhere. These are a few of my favorite stores... This article details the adventures of border cookery Zs salss blexican food. A staple item of south-of-the-

MBTA: Red Line to Porter (so

Hunt Drug Store, 201 Stuart St., Boston. (Parking

Top Shops

BOSTON BURNS JAPANESE

If you knew sushi like I know sushi...